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i A Kennedy M urder Plan 

“Mian Fla. Feb. (Two a__NoComment . eg ; a wouldn ve “ee P. residei Kennedy The Secret Service and the any 5 gr there no was assassinated in Dallas, » 
man described to a police io. 
former how It could be done. ! 
Dallas was not mentioned in the! 
conversation / : 
"He said a high-powered rifle: 

could be disassembled, taken 
into an office building, reassem- 

“would leave no stone unturned” ltrying to find the killer. “They 
will pick up somebody within 
hours aflerward . . . just to 
throw the public off,” he said. 

Conversation Taped 
| The conversation, on Novem- 
\ber 9,/1963, was taped and ts 
jnow ii the files of the Miami 
Police Department. Is exist- 
ence -was: revealed today. in a: 
Istory in the\Miami News. ge 

An aciabsjnation attempt was 
not discussed In specific ion 
such as dates, times or p' 

Police w Police would a gel 
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“Sssansination fossibilitics did 
,fame one person he said was Man: “The more bodyguards trying to kill Mr. Kennedy. He he has, the more eater itl th. 10 vmod Sunday News (New York) —_— . 
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scour agent with a taste for 
-lerror bombing. 
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FBI in Miami would Bol com- 
I ment. * 
“Barry sald the informer had 

told police that. as he attended 
meetings throughout che 
country, he had heard repeated 
talk about an assassination 
attempt 

police. asked the informer Me 
lure this man to Miami so his 
conversation could be recorded, 
Barry said. 

| This conversation was on ah 
tape: qaHi1. , 
Man: “Well, we are going to 

have to get nasty. We have gnt 
to be ready. We have just got 
to be sitting on go. Count aa 
and (hey move fn on you. Count 
down ts all right for a slow, 
prepared operation. But in an 
emergency operation you have 
Bot to be sitting on go.” 
Informer: “I think Kennedy fs 

ei here on the 18th, or 

Informer: “What?” —° ~- 

Informer: “Well, how in the 
hell do you figure would be oS 

Later, the man said, Se we 

assembled and acscuatie it and 
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take it (the rifle) up there i OM he es Cite bef ste 

“a They will pick up some- 
y 

wards . ir Hist lo throw the pub- 
Hic off.” 

to Miami, November 18. Police 
said they dissuaded him from 
molorcading through down Mi- 
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within an hour after- 

‘President Kennedy did _, : 

Callahan —___ 

bled, and then used for murder. Because of this talk and be- Be ee aie oa de Aflerward, he said, officers cause President Kennedy was oa he sao A near en See ee a" 
due in Miami November 18, oe se badge ? -f ee 
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nedy gets shot, we got to know 0+ me = 
_ ee where we sre at. Because you 
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